Listening is a tough skill to master, and one that we hopefully all work on every day. **Podcasts** provide a great opportunity to engage students in a listening activity that is not in front of a screen, where the focus is on what they're hearing, and on an engaging story. **WGBH has developed some podcasts this past year** that you may want to share with students and their families, and we share them below.

We will not have an email update on Monday, April 20 because we will be closed in observance of Patriot's Day. However, **watch for eblasts next week featuring social-emotional learning and science resources.**

Our only webinar next week is an **overview of the educational broadcast programming for the week of April 27.** You can visit the WGBH Education YouTube channel for **recordings of previous webinars on resource overviews and topics like project based learning.** We'll be rolling out a new webinar schedule soon.

Finally, if you're feeling Zoom meeting fatigue, **how about some fun ZOOM nostalgia** instead? **Scroll down to the Share with Families section** for an announcement of something special.

As always, send any questions to education@wgbh.org.

---

### Podcasts

You can find these wherever you get your podcasts, but we're pointing you to the websites here:

Join Molly and the gang and discover what life is like for a typical kid on big adventures in Alaska! Find out how Molly met Suki!

A special FRONLINE Dispatch podcast for kids, following a day in the life of a 12-year old boy living in a refugee camp. This also has accompanying resources on PBS LearningMedia.

A horror anthology hosted by three friends who have turned into monsters. Pre-teen appeal.

---

Also:

Check out **this list of family-friendly podcasts**, mostly from public media stations.
For adults or older students:

**FRONTLINE Dispatch**, investigative podcasts from the FRONTLINE team.

**MASTERPIECE Studio**, with exclusive interviews, behind-the-scenes stories and backstage insight for the PBS series.

### Share with Families

**Have some fun with ZOOM!** This week, WGBH launched “Zoom into Action,” a series of **short form videos** from former ZOOM cast members sharing fan-inspired activities that families can do at home.

The ZOOM’ers will be hanging out on a **live ZOOMchat** tonight at 7pm ET — fans of all ages are invited to join in the fun!